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Digital design innovation in Singapore: From 3D
architecture to AR platform

DesignSingapore Council reveals details on Singaporean start-up,
AIRLAB which specialises in 3D-printing in architecture while designer
brand Ipse Ipsa Ipsum has created an AR platform to create, customise
and order furniture

AIRLAB - AirMesh Click image to expand
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DesignSingapore Council was established in 2003 to help develop the nation’s design
sector.

It follows the Economic Review Committee’s report which identified the creative industry as
one of the three new sectors (including education and healthcare) for economic growth.

The straits reflection mirror

Founded in 2016 with the goal of putting Singapore design on the world map, Ipse Ipsa
Ipsum produces furniture and design inspired by Indian and Straits culture combined with
digital design aspects to create a more functional product for modern homes.

More often than not, digital products tends to be very cold/artificial/plastic and
lack the warm ethos.
Digital products due to technological advancement or efficient manufacturing,
are bought and discarded very fast e.g. a phone. Our ideal is to design with
warmth - merging aesthetically and culturally meaningful furniture married with
digital aspects will lead to a more functional and sustainable future.

Saurabh Mangla, founder of Ipse Ipsa Ipsum

Now the brand has also created a new digital platform that will offer the opportunity to
transform any space anywhere with hand-crafted customisable furniture using AR and
digital solutions.

For their Straits Side Table, the studio delved into the rich multicultural heritage of
Singapore and explored the city’s modernity to develop an aesthetic that is uniquely
Singaporean, while seeking to integrate technology into the heritage-inspired design

It incorporates helpful Omni-charging technology through a wireless charging station built
into the table.

The integration of furniture and technology is designed for the space-conscious urban
home.

One of the challenges faced while integrating furniture with technology was trying to
integrate an ancient sword-making technique for constructing the hand-bended metal
frame in the shape of a flower, with a functional wireless charger.
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Mangla recounted that being the conduit between the artisan and the designer was
sometimes complex.

Artisans could not understand “why is there a hole in the marble table top; or what is a
wireless charger! ” he said.

Their recent piece, the Straits Reflections desk vanity mirror is the hero product of their
Peranakan Moderne collection. Handcrafted with coloured bone inlay pieces to create a
Peranakan inspired motif on the back, the flower-shaped frame is also crafted with a
stainless steel and brass metal.

Created in collaboration with the Singaporean Peranakan Museum, the piece features a
phoenix - the common Chinese symbol to inspire ‘rising’, as well as birds and flowers.

The mirror also incorporates air quality and temperature sensors and an embedded
automatic display to remind us of environmental changes happening around us and
encouraging users to be mindful of their actions.

Ipse Ipsa Ipsum has now also created a new digital platform that will offer the opportunity
to transform any space anywhere with hand-crafted customisable furniture using AR and
digital solutions.

There is also a ‘View in 3D’ option that will allow users to visualise how the piece will look
in a physical space and to share a screenshot with family and friends.

As well as the piece being customised in terms of colours and materials, the user can
interact with their piece, viewing it close up, seeing how it is made and digitally meeting the
artisan who is making it.

AIRLAB

Singapore-based Architectural Intelligence Research Lab (AIRLAB) is a start-up co-
founded by Carlos Banon and Felix Raspall in 2015.

The architectural studio is at the forefront of research in the potential of 3D-printing in
architectural applications.

Basic 3D-printing involves creating 3D solid objects from a digital file by creating
successive layers of material to form the object.
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Brand:

Interior

Practice:

Architectural Intelligence Research Lab (AIRLAB)

Project Category:

3D in Architecture  Best Use of Technology

Location:

Singapore

Key Facts

Want to submit your project to World Architecture News?

CONTACT THE TEAM
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